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Not only but also rules

I got a text from a friend yesterday: I liked this interaction because not only made me feel better not to have a place anymore (just keep it real!), but it got my friend to figure it out for a hot second too. I'm 99.9% sure that's it– just unwanted comments in that frustration all, but the fact is he CAN move back to hire any moment of his heart
desires so. And that's the beauty of life: we can change it almost any time we want! There is no rule about what we can or cannot do beyond the legal (and moral) system in place. You'll have a society and pooing friends on your idea and your mothers might be disappointed too, but at the end of the day there's only one person you need to
report back and honestly: yourself. And as many keypads as I ask me not to type this now ... I just ... cannot.... Against... It – whatever – Artificial - Peroesfsonl – Financnace – PERSoNAL!!!!!! (*Keyboard occurred on strike*) And of course, it doesn't stop at the hiring debate vs. owning either. There is no one way to ... Live Eat Save
Budget Tell your boyfriend you want to break up Tell your boyfriend you make a mistake and you want him to come back something BAD! InvestIng Work Out (people say my 7 mean exercise isn't enough, but I'm really wearing my favorite pants around the world the first time in more than a decade, so to them I say SUCK IT!) Blog
Entertaining Yourself Achieves financial independence (real estate? And last, but of course not the least, there is no one way to find happiness whether We all know this deep down, of course, but to fully understand that we can change our lives at * any second * is a very empowering feeling. We all got to this epiphany at our own pace
(after all, we all learned differently too (see what I did there?)) but what matters is that we actually DO. Remember: Nothing ever remains. If you realize that you've made a mistake with something – or a ridiculous situation like it used to be – don't be afraid to change course and go again! No one will care, and if they do, let 'em! You're not
running for president - you're allowed to change your mind :) Just please stay true to yourself and remember that time is limited. You have to chase your dreams and you will make a mistake as you go. Jay loves talking about money, collecting coins, blowing up hip-hop, and hanging out with his three beautiful sons. You can check all of its
online projects jmoney.biz. Receive because reading blog! Keep things messed up. If I don't have guests then I let things lie where they fall; Lonely piles accumulate on the carpet, at the foot of my bed, by sink, where they threaten to cope and break. Then they broke up, of course. Suddenly there was no room for me to get into bed. Too
much My dog saw me like, please move your up so I could get in bed. OK, I say. I healed it all to the floor and we both slept. We will deal with all that in the morning, we agree. Messiness is acceptable, even agrees. It is good to fill the space where the body is possible. Did I ever lie down in that place, helpless with laughter? Well, now
there are three big and expensive photo books sorted, still in their cellophane, because I bought it as whimsical but couldn't afford to take care of them. Maybe I'll give one of them to a friend as a now, and then when I visit some flimsy pretence I can flip through it in my spare time. Isn't my friend's birthday party next month? Oh, it was last
month, and I decided not to leave. Keep things clean. Loneliness can be traced using one of these strange tricks: Hang clean laundry. Isn't the air smell so good? I love spending a long time at the supermarket laundry spot, opening up bottles of cloth peacocks and sniffing them. I didn't find the smell I was looking for: it was a particular
smell of other people's laundry. You see, the laundry smell of others is ambitious. I learned that there is nothing so cured, physical, to a lonely person, rather than climbing into a newly made bed. It helps to feel swaddled, it helps not to continually to squalor, and above all, it reminds me to take my makeup at night. Always buy white bed
linen. Always wash at high temperatures. Once a year, pile all your linens into the bathtub and let it sit overnight in bleach. What is one supposed to sleep, if all their linens are in a bathtub full of bleach? Well, just for one night, let yourself sleep in front of the TV, on the couch, fully clothed. Use your outside voice. It's all too easy to get
used to silence, or, worse, terrible radio sounds, which only have bad politics and people laugh at things that aren't funny. When I talk, it's in the baby's voice, to my dog, and I just say the same things over and over again. Hi, I say. Hi, hi, hi. That's your toy, right? That's your toy. I spoke in confirmation: I confirmed my dog existed and, by
the way, my own. I remember to call my friends and family, even though they didn't expect it. When they replied, I remember not to use the voice inside of me, which had become so quiet that the sound of birds nesting on windows was too much. Nobody can hear you if you use the voice inside of you. I spoke clearly, remembering that I
was the kind of person who was easily heard on a strong party. I project my anecdotes on harassment. Did I not mention that there was a distraction? There is a strong hum that resonates through every conversation, no matter where I stand inside the house. Keep records of your day. If you forget to eat, you will die. And it's not enough to
eat bake at two in the morning. If you forget to eat delicious food, with fresh fruit, dark green vegetables, oily fish, seeds, and water-efficient cereals, you will die. If I had no energy to cook a delicious meal, I would pretend I was making a delicious meal for others. I'll plate beautifully and put it on the table in front of the best light, which
comes from the garden. I'm sorry; obviously I knew that the light didn't come from the park. It comes from the sky. If you take pictures of beautiful food and put them on Instagram, people love it. That looks Divine, they insist. Then you send the recipe to them, which, of course, they do not follow. They don't want to cook food, they prefer to
see them and imagine themselves sitting at different tables, eating different things. Everyone imagines a way of life is if it's different. This way through social media one can share every meal and make sure to stay well fed. Exercise.I took a quick walk to the beach. Walking me was always fast, because I was from town. I haven't learned
how to stroll yet. I was able to just walk at an angry pace, or sit in an uncomfortable position that made my legs go to bed. I still wear the same shoes I wear in town, but now they are full of sand and often damp. Fog the window when I came off my walk and put my damp clothes on a dry radiator. Each surface is covered in shells, which
every day I collect as souvenirs. It tacky to live by the sea and has a nautical-themed homeware. It is best to avoid so that the color of blue and white if possible. Yet I don't want to forget that I live by the sea. A good idea is to get into the sea. If I swim in it, I'll remember it. At night I smelled it under my nails, and felt it in my hair. I
remember dogfish dying and sudden changes of current, putting the air out of my lungs. Treading through the legumes and sharp pebbles on the way out to the sea left my legs smooth and pink, so they felt and looked like a new little leg. I wash them before bed, tired and excited. Sightseeing. I have recently tried to think of myself and my
life as things are so brief and transitory that they may as well not exist at all. For example, when things feel too much, I see pictures on the internet showing the scale of the universe. When I read the statistics on how many acres of our rainforest (humans) were burned, I saw the line graphics of the universe. I basically think about the
universe. It's hard to think of yourself as simple and transitive and insert. People prefer you to think of yourself as very important and beautiful. If you think of yourself as very important and beautiful, you enter the Spirit of Things. Unfortunately, the Spirit of Things gave me anxiety. I tried Meditation. It didn't quite work for me, but I
remember my mantra from time to time and repeat it to myself. The worst thing about it is that I asked the teacher whether the factors would help me with my fear of death, and he replied, Oh, there was nothing scary about dying. It's just like taking an old coat. Don't be alone. Invite someone and tell them how much you get from living
alone. Gestures around you, take inexpensive furniture and postcards that have been marked with so many walls they shatter, and say, It's not much, but it's mine. Let them tell you that you dare. Hold things up to light so they can be properly checked. Take the gift immediately, and unravel them in secret. Don't let them see that you're
hungry for new things. Harass people often, so they are less likely to enact topics of conversations that can't be syntheterests you or your alarms. Call people on the phone, even if they're right in front of you. If they protested, just say, Oh, I'm sorry, I forgot that you were there. Check your watch often, as if expecting other visitors. Invite too
many people, so that neighbors call the police. Make a stirring yourself. In the middle of the kiss, remember a different kiss, and pain. sigh.
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